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★Would you also like to prepare delicious meals with your new air fryer and save time at the
same time?...★★Would you also like to fulfill the various culinary wishes of your family with the
hot air fryer?...★If YOU agree that delicious food can balance time and health, please read this
book!!!The speed of preparation, the cleanliness and the discreet size are definitely aspects that
convinced you to buy the hot air fryer last Black Friday.Also, you would like to cook different
dishes while remaining original to fulfill your family's desires.With this recipe book, you have the
opportunity to prepare 300 different recipes with fresh ingredients that are even healthier than
simply deep-frying or roasting. From breakfast to dinner, you have the opportunity to change
your diet without losing the taste. Not only can you make your everyday life better, but you can
also fulfill the various culinary wishes of your family and save time at the same time......and you
know what?...The correct distribution of the recipes and the simplicity of the ingredients will help
you find the well-being you want for you and your family...This recipe book contains:• A general
introduction to using the air fryer: how to clean the air fryer and how to use the accessories...•
300 simple and delicious recipes: A wide range of delicious dishes (from breakfast to dinner)
with healthy and simple ingredients that are easy to find...• Nutritional information: With this
information, you can not only count your daily calories but also plan a varied and tasty diet in
your everyday life...• ...and much more!!!If YOU are ready to prepare easy and delicious recipes
for your family and friends, you should purchase this recipe book.

“A cookbook is a popular wedding present, so why not gift one specifically written for a new
duo? The Newlywed Table makes the brilliant assumption that both spouses will be getting their
hands dirty at mealtime: ‘Let’s do away with any notions of who should be responsible for
cooking and start with a clean slate,’ writes author Maria Zizka. ‘You’re in this together. You’re a
team.’ This solid, basic guide is full of modern recipes with origins in diverse culinary traditions. A
section on ‘Common Cooking Issues and How to Fix Them’ is a godsend. And there’s a recipe
for Chocolate Toast. Um, hello. Newlywed I am not, but my husband of 13 years and I will find
much to work with here.”—BookPage“This book is charming and straightforward; practical,
informative, and putting you at ease all at the same time. And fun. Newlyweds now have this to
guide them, side by side, learning the kind of recipes they’ll want to pass down in their family.”—
Elisabeth Prueitt and Chad Robertson, Tartine Bakery “These simple yet mindful and perfectly
pitched recipes and suggestions spur in the reader a yearning for cooking, for gathering friends,
and for building a home. I am convinced that the divorce rate would plummet if only The
Newlywed Table were made required reading for all those walking down the aisle.”—Suzanne
Goin, A.O.C. and Lucques “Food is meant to be shared! Humble and plenty cravable, Maria’s
recipes strike a delicious balance between comfort and decadence.”—Christina Tosi, Milk Bar --



This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMaria Zizka is a cookbook writer and
recipe developer who was named by Forbes as one of the most influential people under 30 in
the world of food and drink. Zizka has coauthored numerous award-winning cookbooks, most
recently Tartine All Day, Everything I Want to Eat, and This Is Camino. Her first solo cookbook,
The Newlywed Table, was published in 2019. Zizka lives in Berkeley, California, with her
husband. Find her on Instagram at @mariazizka. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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S'moreCherrycakeSoft peanut butter and marshmallow dessertBite of yogurt cakeEasy
CheesecakeYoghurt and Pineapple STICKSChapter 9: Frequently asked questions about the
air fryerForewordAir fryers are now an indispensable part of every kitchen, not only for the
comfort of frying and for more cleaning at the end of the work, but also the perfect cooking of the
selected food. Cooking with an air fryer is practical and quick healthy because you get crispy
food without frying it. The hot air fryer can be used as a conventional oven. It can roast cakes,
cookies and also meat. Imagine the best of both worlds, an oven and fryer in one kitchen
appliance, just awesome!What is an air fryer?An air fryer is just that: a machine that fries with air.
Use convection to fry classic foods like French fries, chicken wings, and more. Oil consumption
is lower than other cooking methods since most of the cooking is done with convection. Thus, it
can be used as a healthier alternative to frying foods with a lot of oil.This suggests that the
possibilities are endless with this device.Bored of the monotony of your kitchen? Want to try
something different that's healthier and saves you money? The hot air fryer is the right choice for
you.Who needs an air fryer?It is suitable for people who want to eat healthily without giving up
these fantastic taste explosions. It is equally good for anyone who wants to try new recipes,
bored with the monotony of everyday life.Yes, but I don't want to do without flavors, is that still
something for me?Some foods, like BBQ chicken, can cook longer in an air fryer than in a
regular oven or fryer. The results can be just as delicious. Thus, you don't have to sacrifice flavor
to save fat and calories. All things which you need are an air fryer and a recipe book to get the
best performance.Things to know before you buyBefore you buy any of these devices, you
should make sure that you have enough space in your apartment and that there is an outlet. This
is to avoid DIYExtension cords or adapters being stacked on top of each other (I would advise
you never to DIY extension cords or adapters as this practice will cause such outlets to overheat,
melting the plastic and creating a possible short circuit).I can also recommend buying a small
plastic towel to put under the fryer, not because it's necessary but simply as a precaution in case
the food accidentally falls off.Here are other things to keep in mind when using the air fryer.One
of the great things about this machine is that you can use it to cook almost anything from fried
fish and fries to cookies and fried chicken. It can even bake cakes and make toasted food! But
there are a few things you should keep in mind before preparing these types of recipes.Here are
some tips:· Make sure you cover the food properly. You may need to buy a tray or lid for your
air fryer so you can cook certain foods, like pizzas or pies, without burning them.· Also note
that with this deep fryer the cooking times of cakes and other foods will change compared to
your usual times. Don't worry, with practice and the help of this book, you'll cook up great
dishes.· To avoid food sticking to trays, I recommend using special non-stick sprays; this also
improves cooking and makes it more even.· Be very careful when your dishes are done as
they will get very hot. Be careful to take them with oven mitts and prepare trivets so as not to
damage the surface they will be placed on.There are many things to consider when buying an



air fryer.From the size of the basket or tray to the size of the machine, how long it takes to cook a
meal and what you want to cook are all things to consider.The air fryer is a cooking device as
well as a way to prepare food healthily.benefitsAir fryers use heat to cook, meaning they reach
higher temperatures than a regular deep fryer, but lower than an oven, so your food doesn't burn.
The cooking time is shorter than in a conventional oven. Another benefit is that you don't need to
use as much oil as you would with frying.Air fryers are very good at absorbing oil, particularly
olive oil and canola oil, as they have high smoke points and can withstand high temperatures
without deteriorating. The downside is that using these oils in the air fryer can lose some of the
nutritional value.When choosing an air fryer, it's important to make sure the basket or
compartment is big enough for your needs. If you buy one with a small basket, the food may not
be cooked properly and it may burn, and if the basket is too big, it may not cook enough food at
once. When buying an air fryer, you should also pay attention to how simple and intuitive the
controls are.This is very important to have a complete tool that suits your needs. Since this is a
portable device, you must have such a device that you can place anywhere in the kitchen that
you want. Some models are also very light, making them easy to move.Now all you have to do is
cook the fantastic recipes in this book. I hope these tips will help you both in choosing your air
fryer and in preparing your recipes.Chapter 1: How to clean the air fryerCleaning
precautionsAlways make sure that the device is unplugged and has cooled down.Do not rush
with the cleaning because it is a crucial factor for the taste, but above all for the health of your
dishes.Never use metal sponges or brushes to clean to avoid machine malfunction.Never
immerse the hot air fryer in water or put it in the dishwasher to clean the outside; this can
certainly cause the machine to malfunction.How to clean the air fryer?One of the many
advantages of cooking with an air fryer is the cleaning because firstly the oil consumption for
frying is minimal and secondly everything is cooked comfortably in the fryer. This ensures that it
is minimal or almost no mess both inside and outside the fryer after cooking.This makes
cleaning much easier than any other appliance such as a traditional oven or deep fryer.What to
do with cleaning your air fryer to minimize the possibility of damage and greatly extend its life?
First, here are the recommended materials for properly cleaning your air fryer.Let's start with the
microfiber cloth:First of all, we recommend a good quality microfiber cloth, which can be very
useful when cleaning the fryer.The microfiber cloth will not scratch the fryer's non-stick coating,
unlike other cloths or sponges, which are often abrasive. These scratches are not only unsightly
but also cause various problems such as B. food sticking to the air fryer, damaging it.Non-
abrasive sponge:These sponges can be very useful, especially when we find stubborn dirt. With
their help, along with a few drops of liquid soap, we can easily get rid of all kinds of dirt.liquid
detergent:It may seem trivial, but choosing a good detergent has a huge impact on cleanliness
and health.We recommend this cleaner: Henlex universal kitchen degreaser for oven and
barbecue grill 250ml with 0% fragrances, 0% dyes and 0% parabens.It helps a lot in cleaning
and leaves no substances that can affect your health.Preface: This product is recommended,
but there are many other equally valid products. We recommend that you take your time when



choosing the cleaning product because, as mentioned above, it also affects health, so we
recommend not using degreasing products with chemical agents.Soft Bristle Brush:When
choosing this brush we must consider two factors:1. The bristles must be soft, as they prevent
the non-stick coating from being scratched.2. The length of the brush itself. The longer it is, the
easier it is to get into boring spots.How to clean the outside of the air fryerThanks to its property
of not getting too dirty, it is enough to wipe the air fryer with a slightly damp cloth to clean the
outside; mostly it gets dusty.How to clean the air fryer basket.When buying the hot air fryer, we
recommend that you make sure that the parts are divisible and, above all, made of non-stick
material to minimize food sticking.We recommend that you follow the manufacturer's instructions
as each air fryer is made differently.In principle, you can also put the basket in the dishwasher if
the dirt is not stubborn. For stubborn dirt, we can soak it in hot water with a degreaser for 10
minutes and then wash it with the recommended detergents.Make sure you rinse and dry well
before reusing to prevent detergent or soap from coming into contact with food.However, not all
models are dishwasher safe, so always consult the manufacturer's instructions.How to clean the
inside of the air fryerAs well as cleaning the detachable parts, we also occasionally need to
clean the inside of our air fryer as this also helps keep the machine in optimal condition.The dirt
will be visible once you remove the basket, but you don't need to worry.We remind you not to use
aggressive and abrasive products.For stubborn stains, it is recommended to use a non-
aggressive neutral detergent and use it with a soft, non-abrasive sponge, then rinse with water
and vinegar, and then dry with absorbent paper such as a kitchen roll.How to clean the air fryer
heating elementTo thoroughly clean the heating element, we recommend first using a brush with
soft bristles to remove larger dirt such as food residue etc. Then use a soft sponge and hot water
to do the rest of the cleaning. You can also turn the fryer upside down for a more convenient
operation.If the resistance has dirt that is difficult to remove, you can use products suitable for
cleaning the oven, but always choose carefully.Pay close attention to the resistance part as it
may affect normal operation in case of scratches or too much water.After cleaning the heating
element, you can put approx. 500 ml of water in the basket and start the hot air fryer at 200° for
20 minutes. In this way, we can remove all the dirt that we could not remove before.Possible
consequences of not cleaning· Bad smell from the air fryer.· White smoke coming out of
the air intake (caused by food residue in the fryer). But be careful, it can often be due to too
much oil when cooking.Difficult to close or open the drawer Chapter 2: Air fryer accessories
Grills for the hot air fryerThere are different types of broilers that you can use to cook different
types of dishes. We find spit grates that are perfect for cooking meat, fish and vegetables.The
usefulness of the grills lies in the fact that thanks to them we can cook several foods at the same
time and thanks to their structure they allow adequate air flow for the correct cooking of the
dishes. Because of the help of the grids there is a significant energy saving, since thanks to the
multi-layer grids we can cook more food at once, while without them we would have to do it
several times.Benefits:cook several portions at the same timeworking time reductionReduction
of energy consumptionBaking molds for hot air fryerWe can find numerous types of baking pans



on the market, but we must always take into account the material they are made of, the
dimensions and the shape of the inner basket of your air fryer.There are baking pans for every
use such as meat, fish, sweet and savory pies, etc.These also prevent sauces or decorations
from dripping into the bottom of the air fryer.brushes and sprayersEven though the use of oil in
the air fryer is minimal, we still need to use it for proper cooking and for the characteristic flavor it
gives to the fried food.There are different types of sprayers on the market, there are metal, glass
and even silicone ones.Equally important are the silicone brushes used to brush down the food
to spread it evenly.Silicone baking moldsFantastic for making muffins or just savory cakes and
single serving desserts.perforated papersWhen cooking with the hot air fryer, baking paper is a
very useful accessory. However, please make sure that no pieces are left over when cutting,
which do not come into contact with the resistance, especially during preheating.We can
eliminate this worry! There are special sheets that are already perforated and cut to size, usually
in packs of 100 pieces.They are simply disposable sheets of parchment paper that go straight
into the basket of the air fryer and act as a non-stick surface and most importantly limit mess on
the bottom.Thanks to the holes made on these trays, food can be cooked evenly.Silicone trivetIt
should be borne in mind that even when cooking with an air fryer, once cooking is complete, the
temperature of the food and the various containers will be very hot, just like in a traditional
oven.This means putting the hot basket or baking pan on a countertop will damage it.Thanks to
these silicone trivets we can eliminate this problem thanks to their resistance to heat and their
versatility in washing.Chapter 3: breakfastChicken thighs with cheese and marinara
saucePreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 10 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:2 TBSP.
grated parmesan cheese50 gr. breadcrumbs4 chicken thighs60 gr. di grated cheese115 g
marinara sauce15 gr. melted butterPreparation:1. Preheat the hot air fryer to 193°. Spray the air
fryer basket with cooking spray.2. Combine the parmesan and breadcrumbs in a bowl.3. On a
clean work surface, butter the chicken thighs, then dip the thighs in the Parmesan mixture to
brush.4. Cook the chicken thighs in the preheated air fryer for 5 minutes, then spread the cheese
and pour the marinara sauce over the thighs, then fry for a further 4 minutes until the thighs are
golden brown and the cheese is melted.5. Place the chicken thighs on a plate and serve
hot.Nutritional values:Calories: 617 Kcal Fat: 42.1g Carbohydrates: 17.7g Protein: 39.6gBacon
roll with chickenPreparation time: 5 minutesCooking time: 15 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:2
chicken breasts225 gr. cream cheese with onions and chives6 slices of bacon1 TBSP. fresh
parsley, choppedjuice of ½ lemon15 grams of buttersalt to tasteSpecial equipment:4 toothpicks,
soaked for at least 30 minutesPreparation:1. Preheat the fryer to 199°. Spray the basket with
cooking spray.2. On a clean work surface, brush both sides of the chicken breasts with cream
cheese and butter. Sprinkle with salt.3. Wrap each chicken breast with 3 slices of bacon and
secure with 1 or 2 toothpicks.4. Place the bacon wrapped chicken in the preheated air fryer and
cook for 14 minutes or until the bacon is well browned if a meat thermometer inserted into the
chicken should read at least 74°. Turn halfway through cooking.5. Remove from the basket and
serve with parsley and lemon juice.Nutritional values:Calories: 437 Kcal Fat: 28.6g



Carbohydrates: 5.2g Protein: 39.8gChicken thighs with honey saucePreparation time: 5
minutesCooking time: 35 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:8 boneless, skinless chicken
thighsChicken seasoning to taste170 gr. honey60 g mustard2 garlic cloves, choppedsalt and
pepper to tastePreparation:1. Preheat the fryer to 205°. Spray the basket with cooking spray.2.
On a clean work surface, rub the chicken thighs with the chicken seasoning, salt and black
pepper.3. Cook the chicken thighs in the preheated air fryer for 15 minutes or until the inside of
the chicken has reached 74°. Flip the chicken thighs halfway through cooking.4. Meanwhile,
combine honey, Dijon mustard, and garlic in a saucepan and simmer over medium-high heat,
until sauce is reduced by a third, 3 to 4 minutes. Stir while cooking.5. Remove from air fryer and
season with sauce. Serve hot.Nutritional values:Calories: 382 Fat: 18.0g Carbohydrates: 36.0g
Protein: 21.0gChicken glazed with lemon and honeyPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time:
20 minutesServings: 2Ingredients:½ chickena pinch of dried thymeJuice and zest of 1 lemon85
gr. honey1 TEASPOON. and ½ chopped fresh thyme leaves1 TBSP. olive oilSalt and ground
black pepper to taste½ tsp. Soy saucePreparation:1. Preheat the fryer to 199°. Spray the basket
with cooking spray.2. On a clean work surface, brush the chicken halves with olive oil, then top
with dried thyme, salt and black pepper for seasoning.3. Cook the chicken in the preheated air
fryer for 15 minutes or until lightly browned. Turn the chicken halfway through cooking.4.
Meanwhile, combine lemon juice and zest, honey, thyme leaves, soy sauce, and black pepper in
a bowl.5. Cover the chicken with the honey glaze, then cook for a further 4 minutes or until the
chicken is well glazed if a meat thermometer inserted into the chicken reads at least 74°.6.
Remove the chicken from the basket. Let cool for a few minutes and slice to serve.Nutritional
values:Calories: 724 Fat: 22.0g Carbohydrates: 37.5g Protein: 91.3gStuffed chicken breast with
spinach and cheese Preparation time: 20 minutesCooking time: 25 minutesServings:
4Ingredients:280 gr. frozen, thawed and drained spinach150 g feta cheese, crumbled4 boneless
chicken breastsSalt and ground black pepper to taste4 or 8 toothpicks, soaked for at least 30
minutesPreparation:1. Preheat the hot air fryer to 193°. Spray the basket with cooking spray.2.
Prepare the filling: chop the spinach and place in a large bowl, then add the feta and ½ teaspoon
ground black pepper. Mix well.3. On a clean work surface, use a knife to score 3cm across the
thickest side of each chicken breast. Make a 9CM pocket from the incision, leaving the sides
and bottom intact.4. Stuff the chicken with the filling and secure with 1 or 2 toothpicks.5. Place
the stuffed chicken breasts in the preheated fryer. Sprinkle with salt and black pepper and spray
with cooking spray. Organize the position to avoid confusion.6. Cook for 12 minutes or until the
internal temperature of the chicken reaches at least 74°. Turn the chicken halfway through
cooking.7. Remove the chicken from the basket. Remove the toothpicks and let cool for 10
minutes before slicing to serve.Nutritional values:Calories: 648 Kcal Fat: 38.7g Carbohydrates:
4.5g Protein: 68.2gTurkey and pepper sandwich Preparation time: 5 minutesCooking time: 5
minutesServings: 1Ingredients:2 slices of wholemeal bread2 TEA SPOONS. mustard55 gr.
cooked turkey breast, thinly sliced2 slices of low-fat Swiss cheese3 strips of roasted red
peppersSalt and ground black pepper to tastePreparation:1. Preheat the fryer to 166°. Spray the



basket with cooking spray.2. Sandwich Making: Place a slice of bread on a plate, then spread 1
tsp Dijon mustard on top.3. Arrange the turkey slices, Swiss cheese slices and pepper strips of
your choice on the bread. Cover with the remaining tsp of Dijon mustard and seal with the
remaining slice of bread.4. Place the sandwich in the preheated air fryer and spray with cooking
spray. Sprinkle with salt and black pepper.5. Bake for 5 minutes until cheese melts and bread is
lightly browned. Halfway through cooking, flip the sandwich.6. Serve the sandwich
immediately.Nutritional values:Calories: 328 Fat: 5.0g Carbohydrates: 38.0g Protein: 29.0gSpicy
turkeyPreparation time: 5 minutesCooking time: 40 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:900 gr. turkey
breast2 TEA SPOONS. TACO seasoning1 TEASPOON. ground cumin1 TEASPOON. red
pepper flakesSalt and ground black pepper to tastePreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to 180°.
Spray the basket with cooking spray.2. On a clean work surface, rub the turkey breast with taco
seasoning, ground cumin, red pepper flakes, salt and black pepper.3. Cook the turkey in the
preheated air fryer for 40 minutes or until the temperature reaches at least 74°. Turn the turkey
breast halfway through cooking.4. Remove the turkey. Allow to cool for 15 minutes before slicing
to serve.Nutritional values:Calories: 235 Fat: 5.6g Carbohydrates: 6.6g Protein: 37.3gChicken
kebab with mushrooms and peppersPreparation time: 1 hour and 5 minutesCooking time: 15-20
minutesServings: 4Ingredients:115 gr. honey2 TBSP. Sesame seeds2 boneless chicken breasts,
cut into cubes6 white button mushrooms, halved3 green or red bell peppers, diced80 ml. soy
sauceSalt and ground black pepper to taste4 wooden skewers, soaked for at least 30
minutesPreparation:1. In a large bowl, combine honey, soy sauce, sesame seeds, salt, and
black pepper.2. Dip the chicken cubes in this bowl, then wrap the bowl in plastic and refrigerate
for at least an hour to marinate.3. Preheat the air fryer to 200°. Spray the basket with cooking
spray.4. Remove the chicken cubes from the marinade and thread the chicken cubes onto the
skewers, alternating with the mushrooms and peppers.5. Moisten chicken, mushrooms and
peppers in marinade and place in preheated air fryer.6. Spray cooking spray and cook 15-20
minutes or until mushrooms and peppers are tender and chicken cubes are well browned. Turn
them over halfway through cooking.7. Place the skewers on a large plate and serve
hot.Nutritional values:Calories: 380 Fat: 16.0g Carbohydrates: 26.1g Protein: 34.0gChicken with
zucchiniPreparation time: 30 minutesCooking time: 20 minutesServings: 6Ingredients:60 ml.
olive oil1 TBSP. lemon juice2 TBSP. red wine vinegar1 TEASPOON. oregano1 TBSP. chopped
garlic2 chicken breast fillets, cut into cubes1 sliced zucchini1 red onion, sliced180 gr. tomatoes,
cut into slicessalt and pepper to tastePreparation:1. In a bowl, combine olive oil, lemon juice,
vinegar, oregano, and garlic.2. Pour half of the mixture into another container.3. Dip the chicken
in half of the mixture.4. Cover and marinate 15 minutes.5. Add the vegetables to the remaining
mixture.6. Season both the chicken and vegetables with salt and pepper to taste.7. Place the
chicken in the air fryer.8. Spread the vegetables with the chicken.9. Select the roast function.
Seal and cook at 160° 15–20 minutes.Nutritional values:Calories: 282 kcal Protein: 21.87 g Fat:
19.04 g Carbohydrates: 5.31 gPickled turkeyPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 45
minutesServings: 8Ingredients:500 gr. Turkey breast with bone and skinLake ingredients:145 gr.



salt1 lemon1/2 onion3 garlic cloves, crushed5 sprigs of thyme, fresh is best3 bay leavespepper
to tasteTurkey Ingredients:55 gr. softened butter1/2 tsp. black pepper1/2 tsp. garlic powdera
pinch of dried thymea pinch of dried oreganoPreparation:1. Mix the brine ingredients in a
saucepan and soak the turkey in the brine overnight. The next day, take the turkey out of the
brine.2. Beat in butter, black pepper, garlic powder, oregano and thyme. Brush the turkey with
the butter mixture and place in a casserole dish.3. Set the cooking time for about 45 minutes.4.
Set the temperature to 190°. After preheating, place the turkey baking pan in the air fryer and
close the lid.5. Slice and serve hot.Nutritional values:Calories: 397 Fat: 15.4 g Carbohydrates:
58.5 g Protein: 7.9 geggs and baconPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 18
minutesServings: 12Ingredients:12 eggs100 gr. cream cheese12 strips of bacon, uncooked70
gr. Buffalo sauce160 gr. cheddar cheese, gratedsalt and pepper to tastePreparation:1. In a bowl,
mix eggs, pepper and salt.2. Line each silicone muffin liner with a strip of bacon.3. Pour the egg
mixture into each mold and place in the air fryer basket. In several batches.4. Bake at 190° for 8
minutes.5. In another bowl, combine cheddar cheese and cream cheese and microwave for 30
seconds. Add the buffalo sauce and mix well.6. Remove the ramekins from the air fryer and
place 2 tablespoons cream cheese in the center of each egg cup.7. Place the ramekins back
into the air fryer and cook for another 10 minutes.8. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories:
225, fat: 19 g, carbohydrates: 1 g, sugar: 0.4 g, protein: 11 g, cholesterol: 180 mgToast with egg
in holePreparation time: 5 minutesCooking time: 5 minutesServings: 1Ingredients:A slice of
bread1 TEASPOON. soft butter1 egg1 TBSP. Cheddar cheese, grated2 TEA SPOONS. diced
hamPreparation:1. Preheat the hot air fryer to 166°.2. On a flat surface, use a cutter about 4 cm
in diameter to make a hole in the center of the slice of bread.3. Spread the butter on each side of
the bread slice and place in the casserole dish.4. Crack the egg into the hole and season with
salt and pepper. Scatter over the grated cheese and diced ham.5. Bake in preheated air fryer for
5 minutes, until bread is lightly browned and egg is cooked to your liking.6. Take out and serve
hot.Nutritional values:Calories: 243 Fat: 14.5g Carbohydrates: 15.4g Protein: 12.6gSpinach
Muffin pPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 20 minutesServings: 8Ingredients:4 eggs280
gr. frozen spinach1/2 tsp. baking powder1 zucchini, grated30 gr. grated parmesan cheese75 g
feta cheese, crumbled4 spring onions, chopped40 gr. coconut flour55 gr. melted butter4 tbsp.
chopped parsley1/2 tsp. nutmeg60 ml. water115 gr. spinach, cookeda pinch of salt and
pepperPreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to 190°.2. In a bowl, whisk together eggs, water, butter
and salt.3. Add the baking powder and coconut flour and mix well.4. Add onions, nutmeg,
parsley, spinach and zucchini. Mix well.5. Add the parmesan and feta cheese and mix well.
Season with pepper and salt.6. Fill the silicone muffin cups with the batter and place them in the
air fryer.7. Boil for 20 minutes.8. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories: 235, Fat: 18.1 g,
Carbohydrates: 4.2 g, Sugars: 1.1 g, Protein: 16 g, Cholesterol: 135 mgBroccoli
MuffinsPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 24 minutesServings: 6Ingredients:2 eggs70 g
broccoli florets, chopped235 ml. Sugar-free almond milk190 gr. almond flour1 TEASPOON.
baking powder2 TBSP. nutritional yeast1/2 tsp. saltPreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to 160°.2.



Place all components in a bowl and mix until well combined.3. Pour the mixture into the silicone
muffin cups and place in the air fryer.4. Cook them for 20-24 minutes.5. Serve and
enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories: 260, Fat: 21.2g, Carbohydrates: 11g, Sugars: 1.7g, Protein:
12g, Cholesterol: 62Baked zucchiniPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 24
minutesServings: 4Ingredients:1 egg, lightly beaten60 ml. sugar-free almond milk3 medium
zucchini, sliced1 TBSP. mustard70 gr. yeast1 TEASPOON. saltPreparation:1. Preheat the air
fryer to 190°.2. Place the zucchini slices in the air fryer baking dish.3. In a saucepan, heat the
almond milk over low heat and stir in the mustard, baking powder and salt. Add the beaten egg
and beat well. Pour the sauce over the zucchini slices.4. Put in the air fryer and cook for 20-24
minutes.5. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories: 120, Fat: 3.4g, Carbohydrates: 14g,
Sugars: 2g, Protein: 13g, Cholesterol: 47mgegg muffinsPreparation time: 10 minutesCooking
time: 20 minutesServings: 12Ingredients:6 eggs500 grams of minced meat sausage3 TBSP.
chopped onion1/2 red bell pepper, diced240 gr. egg whites115 g mozzarella235 gr. cheddar
cheesePreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to 160°.2. Sear the sausage over medium-high heat
until the meat is pink.3. Divide peppers, cheese, cooked sausage and onion into each silicone
muffin cup.4. In a bowl, whisk together egg whites, eggs, pepper and salt.5. Pour the mixture into
the molds and place in the air fryer.6. Boil for 20 minutes.7. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional
values:Calories: 189, fat: 13.6 g, carbohydrates: 2 g, sugar: 0.7 g, protein: 13 g, cholesterol: 115
mgCheesecakePreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 16 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:8
eggs350 gr. whipped cream450 gr. cheddar cheese, gratedpepper and salt to
tastePreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to 160°.2. In a bowl, whisk together cheese, eggs, heavy
cream, pepper and salt.3. Pour the egg mixture into the prepared baking pan and place in the air
fryer.4. Let cook 16 minutes or until egg is done.5. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories:
735, Fat: 63g, Carbohydrates: 3g ,Sugars: 1.3g , Protein: 40.2g, Cholesterol: 505mgParmesan
casserolePreparation time: 10 minutesCooking time: 20 minutesServings: 3Ingredients:5 eggs2
TBSP. Cream double3 TBSP. tomato sauce2 TBSP. grated parmesan cheesePreparation:1.
Preheat the air fryer to 160°.2. In a bowl, mix cream and eggs.3. Add the cheese and tomato
sauce and mix well.4. Pour the mixture into a casserole dish and place in the air fryer.5. Boil for
20 minutes.6. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories: 185, Fat: 14g, Carbohydrates: 2g,
Sugars: 1.2g ,Protein: 13.6g, Cholesterol: 290mgeggs and spinachPreparation time: 10
minutesCooking time: 20 minutesServings: 4Ingredients:3 eggs60 ml. coconut milk30 gr. grated
parmesan cheese120 gr. spinach, chopped60 gr. ricottaPreparation:1. Preheat the air fryer to
170°.2. In a bowl, combine eggs, milk, half the parmesan and ricotta and mix well. Add spinach
and mix well.3. Pour the mixture into the air fryer baking pan.4. Sprinkle the remaining parmesan
on top.5. Boil for 20 minutes.6. Serve and enjoy.Nutritional values:Calories: 144, Fat: 8.5g,
Carbohydrates: 2.5g, Sugars: 1.1g, Protein: 14g, Cholesterol: 135mg
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